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The 1924 Nangkita Cricket Team
During the 1920s, in games described as ‘picnic matches’, cricket found a home in Nangkita. Wives and girlfriends
often attended these all day social events that would often conclude with meals and a dance.
The few possessions of this club, wickets, bats, balls and pads are proudly on display in this 1924 photograph.
Funds for the purchase of equipment would be raised through organised events such as sports days, which would
be followed by evening concerts. Various events such as tossing the caber, three-legged races and assorted horse
competitions would be organised, helping to encourage the community to come out in support.
When required, school children would be brought in to make up the numbers, as can be seen in the photograph
above. A young Edward (Teddy) Hailstone started playing when he was about 12 years of age and spoke briefly
about these days in a recorded interview stored in our Archives. Another recording we have is of Ray Stone who
became a mainstay for cricket in this district. His recollections were also written in various Entre Nous newsletters
over the years and have helped preserve some of the memories of these early days of cricket.
The pitch used by this team Nangkita team was located in the paddock behind what is now Michael and Jodie
Connor’s home, but which was then owned by the Hailstone family, a number of whom took part in these games.
Very few photographs were taken, or have survived from this period, so are fortunate to have this one from almost
a century ago, although as commonly happens, no names were written on the back.
The names of those in the photo are believed to be: (back row) Fred Keiswetter, unknown, unknown, Bert Coles,
Geoff Stone, Allan Carter, Daisey Langley, Fanny Hailstone, Doug Stone, Front row; unknown boy, Tom Langley,
George Hailstone and Bill Hailstone. If you can verify or add anything to this information please let us know.
Prior to the development of a township in Mount Compass, much of our early history centred around the Nangkita
area. On page 3 of this newsletter, is the story of how cricket evolved and briefly flourished in Nangkita.
Photographs and articles in the Chronicle can be copied for non-commercial purposes provided the Mt Compass Archives are
acknowledged as the source.
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Editorial
Welcome to the latest edition of the ‘Chronicle”. In these pages you will find another chapter in the fascinating
history of sport in this district. As with much of our earliest history, Nangkita featured heavily in the development of major sports, such as cricket.
Another article details one of the more grandiose schemes proposed for this district - the Kingsland Irrigation
Scheme. The man who envisaged the concept of intensively irrigating much of the flat land between Nangkita
and Currency Creek, Dan Kingsland, was himself a truly remarkable character. His own life story sits well
alongside the tale of this ill-fated scheme.
Sadly, we have been notified that Jill Mortimer passed away in December 2020 at the age of 90. Older residents
may recall Jill and her late husband Ross purchased the Ravenswood property from Tony Kidman in about
1960 and operated this along with the “Goonamurra” Poll Hereford Stud for about 16 years, selling in 1976.
They also owned stations in the Northern Territory where Ross became a life member of the NT Cattlemen’s
Association in 1992.
Another past resident, Jim Reynolds, also recently passed away. Jim had recently contributed information to the
Archives about his family who lived here during the 1940s & 50s. His father, Howard, is on the town Honour
Roll, having served during World War 2. A few notes about his father’s life will be added to our digital version
of this Roll (https://mtcompassarchives.org/honourroll/) and can be found on page 14. Jim himself was a past
player for the Mt Compass Football Club, and had also kindly contributed to our preserved knowledge of local
football during the 1950s.
Finally, the Archives has recently ordered a QR code plaque to be placed alongside the Honour Roll in the Mt
Compass Hall Foyer. Visitors to the Hall will then be able to scan this code (something we all know how to do
thanks to Covid-19) and detailed information about the names listed on the Roll will be at your fingertips.

Anyone who can contribute service photographs or information about their relatives listed on any of the Rolls
in this district (Yundi, Tooperang & Mt Compass) are encouraged to get in touch with us.
Steve Kettle

News reports from the past
Left: from the
Adelaide
Observer 19th
June 1926.
Many columns
of print were
devoted to this
man’s life in
Australian
newspapers.
(His life story
can be found on
page 11.)
Right: from the
Southern Argus,
3rd December
1925.
(Hillside played
in the Southern
Cricket Assoc.
at this time.
They are now
known as
McLaren Flat)
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This rare photograph is from a 1920s cricket match played on what is now the Connor family farm, but was at the
time owned by the Hailstone family. The property is located at the corner of Nangkita and Enterprise Roads.

The History of Cricket in the Mt Compass District
Part 1 - Nangkita (1921 – 1946)

Organised cricket was first reported in this district as being played at Nangkita in 1921. These early matches were
held on a dirt pitch on what was then Harry Hailstone’s property, and is now owned by the Connor family. This
pitch was located just behind the site where Michael & Jodie Connor’s home now stands.
According to the original Minute book now stored in our Archives, the formal name for this team was “Nangkita
United Cricket Club”. The first recorded Club President (and captain) was Allan Carter of Ashbourne. That small
town has a proud cricket tradition dating back to the 1870s, with their team dominating the Alexandra Association
competition for many years.
During the 1920s, cricket in Nangkita owed quite a lot to this Mr Carter, who provided the much-needed experience this new club required. Apart from his playing and administrative roles, the financial records show that Allan
Carter was also a major financial contributor to the team. He would remain the Club’s President through these
pioneering years of cricket in Nangkita.
Others who played during this first decade included: George, Bill and Frank Hailstone, Geoff, Doug and Harold
Stone, Den Ottewell, Norm Secker, Spence Hales, S Heath, George Allingame, Tom Langley, A Simons, H Inglis
E Weidenbach, Fred Keisewetter, R Smith, R Goode and two Nangkita schoolboys, Teddy Hailstone & Cliff
McKinnon. These two boys were permitted to play for the team at half the adult subscription rate, or 7/6 (75 cents)
per year.
The original dirt pitch was soon replaced with concrete. This pitch has been reported variously as being both four
feet wide and also four foot six inches wide (1.37m). Whichever it was, in the days before modern cement mixers,
this pitch represented many hours of volunteer labour.
Cricket teams had played at Ashbourne and Blackfellows Creek since at least the 1870s and 1890s respectively,
and included family names such as Connor and Hailstone, relatives of who would later become heavily involved
with cricket here. An interest in the game of cricket is likely to have been sparked in the three Hailstone brothers
through their uncle Tom Dixon, who played for the Blackfellows Creek team until well into his 50s. “A grand old
exponent of the straight bat and the good length ball” wrote Ray Stone of this man in a 1976 Entre Nous article.
For several years, Nangkita played many matches against Tom Dixon’s team. In 1925, Tom also managed to play
in at least one game for Nangkita at Blackfellows Creek against a side called ‘Bakers Gully’ (from near Clarendon) when he achieved the bowling figures of 6/32.

Continued on following page...
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One of this group of original players, Geoff Stone (right) of Nangkita Road, had
the benefit of early contact with the game of cricket while attending Strathalbyn
High School. He was one of the keen early players and showed sufficient promise
to be selected in an under 21 side taken to the South Australian Cricket Association
Country Carnival by Harry Meyer, a cricket tragic from Ashbourne.
Geoff (also written as Jeff) was involved with local cricket for many decades
following this introduction. While with Nangkita United, he served periods as both
the Club’s Vice-President and Secretary along with assisting on the Selection
Committee. Born in 1906, he was aged just 15 when Nangkita United Cricket Club
first formed and went on to become a very talented cricketer in this district, playing
as the team captain, fast bowler and opening batsman.
Nangkita United did not belong to any organised association but ‘chased leather’
against teams within horseback distance, such as Blackfellow's Creek, Meadows,
Ashbourne, Finniss, Willunga, Hindmarsh Valley and Strathalbyn. A motion
proposed by Bill Hailstone in 1925, for the club to join an Association was defeated,
with the members deciding to carry on as they were.
Playing cricket meant a day’s commitment. Players left home at about ten, taking
their lunch. They were provided with afternoon tea by the opposition and usually
came home in the dark. They often rode on horseback while wearing their pads and
carried the bats in a bag on their backs. Matches were described as ‘picnic matches’,
with mothers, wives and girlfriends often travelling along, and dances sometimes
held following the game.
In February 1926, with the team leaving for an away match against Hindmarsh
Valley, they stopped to help fight a bushfire that threatened homes along Nangkita
Road, including that of Richard and Cora Peters. As there were no telephones, it
may have been some days before the Hindmarsh Valley secretary would eventually
receive a letter explaining their non-arrival! (Richard Peters was the Club’s Auditor
while his son, Arch, was Vice-President during the years 1924 & 1925, so there was
an added incentive to stop and help.)

Cricket stalwart Geoff Stone
(1906-1968) photographed in
1947. He passed away at the
age of 61 and is buried in the
Mt Compass cemetery.

The decision to not join an Association for the 1925-26 season may have been a fatal one, as by February 1926 the
Club was compelled to hold a meeting due to their ‘cricket material’ debt. It was resolved that 6 members (A Carter,
G Stone, H Inglis and the three Hailstones, George, Bill & Frank) would each pay £1 ($2) to liquidate this debt.
A proposal was also made that the Secretary try “to procure a match with a touring team, with dinner & tea provided at a charge”. This fundraising attempt seems not to have worked however, as the following entry in their Minute
book concerns a meeting held for the winding up of the Nangkita United Cricket Club.
In the season that followed, results printed in newspapers record that a H Inglis and G Stone were now playing for
Blackfellows Creek. It is likely that these are the two Nangkita players of the same name and they chose to continue
playing the game they loved. Cricket is not mentioned again at Nangkita for a further six years.
A major depression occurred during the 1930s,
a period in which both the Kuitpo and Enterprise
Colonies were founded to help the unemployed.
This brought many new families into the area which
helped increase the pool of available players. The
Nangkita pitch was also widened to six feet during
this period (with the help this time of Arch Peters),
and despite the difficulty of collecting subscriptions, the game prospered.
Continued on following page...

A few of the Nangkita Cricket Club’s 1922 to 1932
Scoring Book pages are stored in the Archives. Many
of these pages are loose or torn and undated, but the
page shown here (left) is one of the better examples.
This is from a 1922 Nangkita vs Blackfellows Creek
match and although the writing has faded, the names
can just be made out.
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Although only a few records have survived from this period (that we know of), a newspaper report from 1932 does
mention a match played against the Kuitpo Industrial Colony, at Kuitpo and that the Nangkita team fell just one run
short of forcing a tantalising draw on the day.
In the 1946 “The First Hundred Years” history book, Jeff (Geoff) Stone writes that cricket at Nangkita was “played
almost every year, until in 1935-36 the club joined the C-Grade of the Southern Association and in the first year
won the Premiership. They were also runners-up in the B-Grade for the Southern Association in 1938-39.”
The 1935-36 season was the first year that both a Mount Compass and a Nangkita team were entered in the Southern
Association. The Mount Compass team were then Premiers in the following season (1936-37).
We are fortunate that Brian Stone managed to provided us with
a copy of the statistics from a 1935 game between Nangkita
and Willunga. The Nangkita team on that October day were
(in batting order): D H Stone, J Weatherall, Keith Skinner,
G S Stone, J Robinson, Alan Pollard, Jack Pickup, Cliff
McKinnon, Angus Stone, M Stone and L Rand. Nangkita
won this match by 4 runs with Geoff Stone recording the best
bowling figures of 6 wickets for the cost of just 11 runs. This
match was during their first Premiership winning year
mentioned in Geoff’s 1946 history article.
A young Raymond George Stone played for Nangkita during
the 1930s and then went on to play for the Mt Compass team
after the war, with his involvement in this sport spanning four
decades. We are indebted to Ray, who stored-away many of the
surviving documents relating to the history of Mount Compass,
from that period.

Some of the others involved in Nangkita cricket, as listed in an
Entre Nous article written by Ray many years later were: Ern
Schmidt, Eddie Durrall, Cecil Pollard, Perce Grocke, Charlie
Ingerson, Reg Verrall and Fergy Clifford.

Members of the Stone family feature significantly in
Nangkita cricket history. Two are pictured above:
Murray Stone (left) & Angus Stone (right)

All cricket was abandoned when World War 2 broke out (1939-45) and was never revived in Nangkita. Those
who were interested later played for Mount Compass and, for the period that petrol remained rationed, they
depended on Sam Curnow and his gas producer to ensure they arrived there (refer Chronicle No 3 -Sept 2018 for a
picture of this vehicle).

When cricket did restart in 1946, the Mt Compass Cricket Club, which now included the former Nangkita players,
was able to field both an A and B Grade team in the Southern Association competition. Cricket’s home was now
securely located in Mount Compass.
Note: A cricket team was also formed at Tooperang, following a meeting in March 1934. Their pitch was placed
in Mr D J Noyce’s paddock.
The next edition of the Chronicle will include an article on the Mount Compass Cricket Club’s history.

References: Bill Nash’s Cricket History, Entre Nous articles, trove.nla.gov.au, “The First Hundred Years” history book, Mt
Compass Archived cricket records, Brian Stone.

The ball on the left is
from the 1936
C-Grade final won
by Nangkita.
The match ball on
the right is from the
Nangkita - Mount
Compass grand final
of 1937.
Both of these cricket
balls are currently on
display in the Sports
& Social Clubrooms.
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We are fortunate that some of the
historic cricket records from the 1930s
were retained securely enough to
eventually find a home in the Mount
Compass Archives.
Although the page printed here (left)
is slightly faded, the 1932-33 batting
average for the 19 players of that year
can be seen.
The names in order are:
E (Ern) Schmidt
C D (Den) Ottewell
W H (Bill) Hailstone
G S (Geoff) Stone
M Stone
J (Jack) Pickup
D (Doug) Stone
R G (Ray) Stone
F (Frank) Hailstone
J Robinson
S (Spence) Hales
H Griffiths
P (Perce) Grocke
R Burt
R Morris
E Chaplin
G (George) Hailstone
C (Cliff) McKinnon
C (Cecil) Pollard
The columns list their innings, not
outs, total runs, highest score and batting average.
With Tom Ferguson (1936-2020) unfortunately passing away during the covid-19 period, the chance of
holding a memorial service in the Hall was lost. His family has now forwarded a Memorial Booklet to various
people, including the Mt Compass Archives - below is one page from that booklet.
If anyone would like a copy emailed to them, just let us know.
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Huge Irrigation Scheme Planned for Nangkita
Never heard of the scheme? Well, it was back in 1922-23 and did not proceed – but what a scheme it was!
A dam capable of holding 2,182 million litres of water stored over an area of 118 acres (47 Ha), was to be placed
between the end of Waterfall Drive and Cleland Gully. The catchment area was claimed to have been over 100
square kilometres and the possibility of expanding the scheme to include hydro-electric power was envisaged.
On top of all this, the irrigated area (up to 11,850 acres) would have utilised only gravitational watering – no
pumps were required. Under the scheme, bacon and butter factories would be built locally to process all this new
produce, along with cool stores and other businesses as required.
A pie in the sky dream you may say, but the main proponent of this scheme, one Daniel Kingsland, had previously
pioneered the meat export business in Argentina with his company reported to have 40 steamers under its control
at any given time, shipping cattle, sheep and horses to England.
Following a collapse of the industry due to a national outbreak
of foot & mouth disease the indomitable Mr Kingsland managed
to develop a beef freezing company. This processed beef was
able to overcome the live export ban and be shipped overseas.
He was clearly a man who could see opportunities rather than
obstacles. His new company worked exceptionally well and
although it operated as a subsidiary of his South African backers,
he secured a considerable interest in the concern as its General
Manager for 5 years before selling the business to Swift & Co,
a company known as the “Chicago Meat Kings”.
Daniel Kingsland now became a wealthy retired gentleman and
left for England where he owned several large estates in Hampshire. Never one to settle down for long, he somehow ended up
moving to Currency Creek where he set his mind to an innovative scheme based around the damming of Tookayerta Creek,
below where the Nangkita Creek (drain) flows into it.
The idea first came to him around 1910 as he travelled over
‘Double Bridges’ on the road to Goolwa and noticed the amount
of water flowing through to the Finniss. He also observed that
during the 1914 drought, this flow of water did not diminish,
which encouraged him to start acquiring blocks of land as they
became available.

Daniel Kingsland (centre) on one of his visits to
England. He is pictured at the Lincolnshire home of
Sir Archibald Weigall who was Governor of SA
from 1920 to 1922. Also pictured is a Mr Cartwright
described as ‘from India’.

As his original idea began to evolve, Kingsland decided there was great potential for the scheme to be improved
by extending it further up the valley. He gradually obtained more options over bordering properties until the area
extended for 15 miles (24km) along the rich flats from Currency Creek up to the Waterfall Drive area and across
into Cleland Gully.
The Kingsland Irrigation Company Ltd was formed
as his legal entity once plans took shape for the draining of this “Black Swamp” and the construction of
a dam. The first version of this company was placed
into voluntary liquidation and a new company using
the same name was created as the scheme expanded
further upstream, requiring additional funding.
Among the directors of this company was the solicitor,
Major Thomas E Cleland, whose Barrister father,
Edward E Cleland would later own the land at the
head of Cleland Gully Road, which he subsequently
sold to Mr P B Angus Parsons in 1936. Cleland’s legal
firm also included another of Kingsland’s directors,
Mr G H Holland and were the listed solicitors for this
Prospectus.
Continued on following page...
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Another notable Kingsland director was Mr W J Barker, the first Managing Director of the well-known agricultural
machinery manufacturers, Horwood-Bagshaw. This was certainly not a collection of novices that were involved!
The drained swamp land would be subdivided into blocks suitable for irrigation and then leased out for 99 year
periods. Those who purchased the leases would be supplied by metered irrigation water from the huge dam, paying
for the amount of water they used.
This was clearly a considerable change to how the land was being utilised at the time and not something your everyday landowner could just start doing, even in the 1920s. Daniel Kingsland was not your everyday man though. He
somehow managed to
manoeuvre a specific Bill
through the state parliament (following a select
committee enquiry) that
would allow him to dam
this creek and then sell
off the rights to the collected water.

The potential to double
the volume of water this
dam held could also be
considered by raising the
dam wall a further 10 feet
(3 metres). The completed dam would apparently
reach its capacity with 50
days once water started
flowing into it. This dam
was to be placed on Section 398, and would flood
Sections 399, 352, 297
and part of 249 in the
This section of a map from the Prospectus shows just the top portion of the scheme - the
Hundred of Nangkita.
total area involved ran all the way to Currency Creek. The pink section shows land
leased by Dan Kingsland, while the yellow area is part of the land under option to him.
The public notice for the
Waterfall Drive reaches down to the top section of the dam (blue) and South Tookayerta
1922 Parliamentary Bill
Creek (Cleland Gully) flows into the left arm of the dam. The dam wall was to be placed
that would permit this
along Cleland Gully Road (where the chicken farm is now).
scheme to go ahead
The Tooperang Hall and Church are slightly to the right of this map.
included the following
summary: “for power to
construct dams, channels, and other works, and to impound and sell water.”
It would allow the Company complete power to impound “all or any of the water flowing in the bed of the said
Creek, or through the said swamp.”
Managing to successfully steer this Bill through Parliament would have been no small feat, but at the time irrigating
land was a priority, with a specific “Minister of Irrigation” in the government. The Kingsland scheme was presented
as being superior to that of the Riverland due to excellent good quality water, even in drought, rich peaty lands and
no requirement for expensive pumps to move the water around. (No mention was made however, of the major
flooding that occurs along here from time to time.)
300 families or more were expected to settle on the 15,000 acres located within this scheme. When the dam was
completed, up to 3,000 acres downstream would be irrigated by gravitation and available for intensive irrigation.
The water was to be carried through pipes rather than open channels, thus reducing evaporation. Establishing overhead sprinklers could also extend the potential irrigated area.
The Kingsland company also intended to establish a township within the settlement (at Currency Creek) and to then
sell commercial and residential blocks.
In May 1923, a tender was reported to have been accepted from Mr J Timms to construct the dam, supposedly 3
weeks later. The cost was to be £100,000 with the agreement being that he would be paid half in cash and half in
shares. Mr Timms is quoted as saying at the time “I feel you people have no idea as to the true value of your water
scheme, and the great uses it can be put to on your very rich and valuable piece of land.”
Continued on following page...
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Along with one of his Directors, Col. Alfred C Catt,
Dan visited England and the USA with a view to
raising much needed capital for the Tookayerta Creek
scheme. They viewed irrigation farms in San Francisco, met financiers in New York and Chicago as well
as taking an office in Australia House, London.
Things did not go to plan however, with Dan confined
to bed for two weeks with bronchitis while in London,
and US financiers showing little support for the
scheme. They returned in February 1924, with little to
show for their efforts.
Daniel Kingsland had sunk a large amount of his own
capital into this scheme but now decided to call it
time. His properties were placed on the market and
sold at a Double Bridges auction in October 1924.
Dan then moved out of Kingsbrook and into a hotel in
Adelaide. Within two years he embarked on what was to be his final voyage, ostensibly to see his family overseas,
but it was not to be. Daniel Kingsland passed away onboard, 6 days out from England and was buried at sea.
It was not until 1928 that The Kingsland Irrigation Company Ltd would go into voluntary liquidation, with the
Chairman, Colonel Alfred C Catt, acting as liquidator. In June 1926, following Dan Kingsland’s death, Colonel Catt
had written to the registrar of companies stating that the company “had been a complete failure”.
In his letter, Colonel Catt mentioned that Daniel Kingsland, “owing to undertaking this scheme, became a poor man
before his death, and must have lost somewhere near £20,000.”
“The Mail” newspaper had written in its 3rd January 1925 edition:
Here he visualised a scheme which, though it failed, he considers had the best prospect of anything he ever
went into. The object of the scheme was to conserve water now running to waste through the valley of Black
Swamp from the catchment area to the east of Mount Compass, Mount Jagged, and the Square Waterhole by
a semi-natural reservoir four miles east of Mount Compass, and to distribute the water to the surrounding
district by gravitation.
Daniel Kingsland’s vision of a transformed land was not to be. He found it impossible to raise sufficient capital,
and finally had to abandon the undertaking, into which he sunk the whole of his available means.

“For lack of support,” Mr. Kingsland told a 'Mail' representative, ''South Australia has lost a unique chance
for developing. I think it is only deferred”, he added, and then with a twinkle in his eye. 'I will have to be
satisfied with looking down upon it - with wings on.'
Note: The man-made channel we now call a creek along Nangkita Road has previously been known as simply the “main
drain” and is also called ‘North Tookayerta Creek’, with the naturally occurring creek through Cleland Gully also
known as ‘South Tookayerta Creek’. More on this in the next Chronicle.
References:
Trove.nla.gov.au,
“Currency Creek- History
at a Glance” by Jack
Peake & Peter Humby,
Kingsland Irrigation
Scheme Prospectus - State
Records, Cavan, SA State
Library – D Kingsland
Memoirs, L & D Jacobs.
Kingsbrook (right) was
previously the Currency
Creek Hotel but had fallen
in disrepair prior to being
purchased by Daniel
Kingsland. It later fell into
disrepair again but has
once more been restored.
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What a Life! Daniel Kingsland Esquire
From a 13 year-old who worked on a boat running the US civil war arms blockades, through to boxing in touring
fairs, moving to South America and becoming their largest beef exporter before having an Act passed by the SA
State Parliament giving him the authority to build a huge dam on Tookayerta Creek. So much happened during the
tumultuous life of this one man who, if he had achieved his later aims, would have transformed the district completely…

Born in 1851 at Croydon in Surrey, England, the eldest son of a family of 9. His father, a baker and confectioner,
“never spared the rod”, which by all accounts was the reason Dan decided to “go to sea”.
At the tender age of 13, he became a ship’s ‘boy’ on the schooner “Ionia” bound for the Southern States of America,
and which carried arms and food for the civil war then underway. Upon arriving in the Bahamas they anchored in
the harbour for two weeks, during which time he was offered a berth on another gun runner, the steamer “Little
Hattie”, which he accepted. As the war drew to a close and Daniel had taken part in three successful gun-running
voyages, he by chance, met his first captain who persuaded him to returned to England with his old ship.
Daniel’s father arranged for him to become an apprentice to Banner Brothers, who ran brigs and schooners to the
West African coast. He took part in five voyages there during his apprenticeship, at a time when the slave trade was
coming to an end. His ship was stopped and searched for illegal slaves on occasions.
He became a ship’s rigger in England before joining a sailing ship in 1868 heading to New Zealand, where some of
his relatives lived. The Maori wars were under way at this time and although he signed up for the Mounted Constabulary (for high wages), after two months he was paid out and went to live with an uncle in Invercargill. Here he
worked in his uncles’ shoe & boot factory before taking on hawking for a short period.
His first experience driving coaches was gained during his time here in New Zealand and included his driving the
coach which carried prisoners from New Zealand’s famous Poverty Bay mutiny.
In 1873 he moved to Australia and joined Cobb & Co, operating on routes such as the Georgetown to Port Douglas
Road in Queensland. Following a serious accident he then turned to horse-breaking in Melbourne for three years,
earning the nickname “Dan the Breaksman”.
Not one to settle down for long, Daniel moved
to South Australia to again take on coachdriving, this time with John Hill & Co for a period of five years. As he established himself, Daniel became a contract coachman on various
routes. He was mentioned by one of Nangkita’s
pioneer market gardeners, Thomas Chaplin, who
was interviewed by ‘The Advertiser’ newspaper
in 1940. Tom (then 91 years of age) recollected
Dan as one of the drivers on the Adelaide to
Milang line (via Strathalbyn).
Somewhere in all this coach driving, Daniel
found time for a mix of other occupations. He
This photo is from Daniel Kingsland’s own collection stored in the State
helped form a troupe of athletes who in 1884
Library. It is not dated but is likely from a period later in his life.
appeared in Adelaide and which included wrestlers, boxers and performers. Daniel himself was one of these boxers as well as an Indian Club swinger “par excellence” (a popular exercise at the time). He had also opened the first open-air boxing ring in Queensland but that
had failed prior to this show, which toured many country areas including Bourke, Cobar and Orange.
In one of life’s unpleasant occurrences however, Daniel lost his savings of several thousand pounds, in an 1886
bank collapse, which instigated his organising the Boxing & Wrestling tour of Australia. After 7 months he returned
to Adelaide and although in great physical condition, he was still broke. As the State of South Australia was then in
economic strife, he decided to head to Queensland. He found work driving a tramcar and also organised several boxing and wrestling tournaments before finding a coach driving job for Cobb & Co once again, in 1888.
In a 1908 newspaper article (there were many stories about his life), an associate of his from earlier days, explained
how Dan was an entrepreneur for the tours and sometimes wrestled with the champions and boxed with the local
‘cracks’. He claimed Dan was “a man of fine physique and soon became very handy in a rough up.”

Continued on next page...
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In 1889 Daniel’s wife died in Brisbane while he was exploring a potential
copper mine in the north of that state, leaving him with 6 children to care
for. One of his children died soon after and Dan subsequently decided to
use his remaining funds to sail for England. He first left his three oldest
children with his wife’s family in New Zealand. His mother and siblings
in England then took on the care of his two remaining youngest children.
At some point after this, he played cricket in England for Surrey at the
time when the great Jack Hobbs first joined their ground staff, and who
would go on to become arguably the world’s best batsman of his day. In
his later years Daniel caught up with the visiting English cricketers and his
friend Jack Hobbs, when they played a 1912 test match in Adelaide. An
Evening Journal report of the day makes particular mention of “the brawny
figure of Mr Daniel Kingsland” as one of the distinguished people who
attended this match. The comment is written of Dan, that “In these dull
days here is one who had seen life”.

Daniel Kingsland pictured above with the
first of his three wives. He had 19 children
in total - 4 born in New Zealand, 2 in
NSW, 3 in SA, 1 in Qld, 2 in Argentina
and 5 in England. Photograph from the State
Library’s collection of his documents .

Prior to this, at the age of 40, Daniel had travelled to Argentina to manage
a horse bazaar (yard). When he arrived there however, he was left to his
own resources as the bazaar was still to be built. One of the reported incidents at this time occurred when he was approached to break in four troublesome stallions owned by the Argentinian President. For a few months,
Daniel then became one of the President’s coachmen before being sacked
after demanding his back-pay.

His next endeavour involved the export of horses to England. This worked
for a short time but folded once competitors flooded the market with poor
quality horses. A change to cattle and sheep exports turned out to be a winner - livestock exports being in their infancy at the time. The company boomed and within a few years became the largest exporter out of Buenos Aires.
Daniel had found time to marry once again by this time, but his memoirs record very little about his wives.
Within 10 years of arriving in Argentina, his company was shipping 69,000 head of cattle, 287,000 sheep and a large
number of horses each year, which made up half the total stock exported by that country. It was still not all plain
sailing though.
In 1900, foot and mouth disease broke out in Argentina and brought this trade to a grinding halt. With his unstoppable attitude, Daniel searched for 3 years to source funding for a substantial freezing plant, which would allow him to
overcome the live export ban. He eventually found backers in South Africa and built what was claimed to be the
largest freezing works in the world, - the La Plata Cold Storage Company (pictured below).
He remained Managing Director of
this company until it was sold in 1907,
resulting in his retirement. At that
time, the company was processing 400
bullocks and 3,000 sheep daily and
still expanding! He was reported in
newspapers as being the biggest man
in the stock industry in South America.
It is difficult to know where to stop
when writing about the actions of
Daniel Kingsland. He was one of the
two founders of Club Atletico Banfield
while living in Buenos Aires. Originally created as a athletic/cricket club by the British living there, Daniel was the
club’s inaugural President. It later morphed into a football (soccer) team that now plays in the top division of the
Argentinian Football competition.

Once the company’s sale had gone through and after being publicly recognised for his role in helping create this industry in Argentina, Daniel headed back to his estates in England. It would not be for long however, as in 1908 he
returned to South Australia, buying a property on Hindmarsh Island (Narnu Farm) which he owned until 1919. In
1916 he had also purchased Sections 284, 285 and 307 at Currency Creek, which included the old Hotel, for the sum
of £200 ($400). He then spent a reported further £2,500 on this new home, which he named “Kingsbrook”. This majestic two storey building still dominates the central landscape of Currency Creek today (see photo on page 10).
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The period following his retirement was also spent further travelling the globe, with his name consistently popping
up in newspapers around the world. One example is a 1921 visit to his son (Daniel Jnr) in Chicago, when even a trip
to the baseball warranted a paragraph in the Chicago Herald. In 1909, Daniel Kingsland was quoted as saying that
he had at that point, crossed the equator 104 times and had voyaged from Australia to England six times.
It is during this period that the Kingsland Irrigation Scheme was unsuccessfully attempted. A Prospectus was
launched in 1923 by the 71 year old Daniel Kingsland. Some money had been borrowed for this scheme (£8,313)
and outside investors were also required - but the funds were not forthcoming. This scheme, regardless of how much
potential he could see, came at the wrong end of Daniel’s life, and the time required to cajole investors, similar to
his effort while in Argentina, was not available to him.
Dan had remarried again by this time, with his wife (Mrs A M Kingsland) and their two young children living in
Vancouver, Canada, while other adult sons lived in South America. In 1922 he proudly remarked at a dinner that his
great-grandchildren from his first marriage were older than his children by his present wife.
At the age of 72 (in 1923) Dan was reported as ‘motoring’ between Adelaide and Currency Creek several times a
week. He was described as “remarkably active”.

By 1924, the scheme had still not attracted sufficient investors and Daniel
decided to sell his properties by auction, at Double Bridges, and move to
Adelaide. As the proceeds came through from the sale of his properties
(including his 12 room, two-storey home in Currency Creek) a decision
was made to visit his family overseas. First by boat to England, with the
intention of then travelling on to South America and from there to his
wife in Canada.
By this time, he was also the licensee of the Aldgate Hotel but relinquished this some months prior to heading overseas. (He may have
viewed the obtaining of this licence as the rounding off of his life, as the
Aldgate pump was one of the stops on his earlier coach driving days.)
The standing of this man is best demonstrated by the front page of the
Adelaide newspaper “The Mail” on Saturday January 3rd, 1925. They
devote three columns to the life story of Daniel Kingsland (right).
Dan departed Adelaide by ship in 1926, at the age of 75, with reports at
the time noting that he was in “ill health”. A doctor had advised him that
there was a chance he may not see the end of this journey, which proved
to be the case.
A list of occupations undertaken by this one man:
Sailor
Soldier
Boot salesman
Commercial traveller
Hawker
Cross-country rider
Coach-driver.
Livery stable proprietor
Travelling showman
Professional athlete
Grazier

Daniel Kingsland Esquire, in England where
he owned four estates with 80 tenants.

Coach proprietor
Vocalist
Horse-breaker
Circus driver and rider
Coachman for Argentine President
Exporter of livestock
Managing director of freezing works
Landed proprietor in England
Dairy farmer
Hotel keeper

Newspapers from the period noted that he died while on this voyage, with his boat just six days out from England.
He was buried at sea, having crossed the equator one more time.
From a teenage gun runner to a Cobb & Co coach driver, a boxer, athlete, entrepreneur, and successful international
businessman, Daniel Kingsland, who had mixed comfortably with royalty, sports stars and the everyday person,
certainly lived a full and interesting life.
His scheme for our district may now seem far-fetched and unworkable, but who can say whether a younger version
of this extraordinary man may not have been able to pull it off?
References: Trove.nla.gov.au, “Currency Creek -History at a Glance” by Jack Peake & Peter Humby, SA State Library records
including photograph albums, scrapbooks and memoirs. State Records, Cavan who hold an original Prospectus.

Church of Christ Documents
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The Mt Compass Archives has recently been granted access to documents held by this church in their Adelaide Archives. A number of these documents have now been scanned for our digital Archive.
The Church building, which opened in 1916, had ceased to be a Church of Christ venue by the year 2000. Numbers
had dwindled prior to that with meetings held informally when required, without Minutes being recorded. Another
church group (New Life Christian Reformed Church) did commence holding meetings there for a few years before
also moving on. The building was subsequently sold to Bruce & Melita Hicks and in 2014 it was demolished, two
years prior to its centenary. A portion of the Compass Central shopping centre now sits on the site of this church.
Religious observances and an emphasis on growth were understandably common threads throughout their Minute Books and,
like many Mt Compass groups, fundraising was also a regular topic.

A few selected notes from their early documents:

Mel Jacobs had personally loaned some of the funds required to build the 1916 church hall, as had the Church of
Christ’s Trustees at Willunga. By 1930 the debt owing to Mr Jacobs had been fully repaid.
Average Sunday attendances in May 1931 were: Mornings- 47, Afternoons- 50, Evenings- 37 (both adults and children were counted).
In 1932 the Sunday School had 70 children on their Roll. The Christian Endeavour Society (their youth group) was
at the time split into “Young” with 22 members and “Intermediate” with 16 members.
In 1933 the recently formed Cricket Club borrowed the church’s ‘Aladdin’ Lamp. (State supplied electricity did not
arrive in Mt Compass until 1954.)
Potatoes were planted on the Manse property as one of their fundraisers. This house had been built by Brother
Pitman (Pastor E W Pitman- whose official position was Evangelist) and then purchased from him by the Church
when he left in 1936. He was replaced by Brother Killmier (Pastor A C Killmier B.A.- Dorothy Jacob’s father) from
Port Pirie’s Church of Christ.
The Church hierarchy had a self-sufficient and independent mind set – they did not like borrowing money. When
this did occur, every effort was made to repay it quickly, as was clearly stated in the Minutes.
Meetings were also held at Yundi, Enterprise Colony and along Cleland Gully Road to help expand the Church’s
reach.
The Church held strong Temperance beliefs and were opposed to Sunday Trading. In 1937 they discussed sending
a letter to the Dowells, who were operating the local store from their home, stating their ‘regret’ that they traded on
a Sunday, but decided to approach them personally instead. It is unclear from the following Minutes whether the
Dowell family stopped trading on Sundays or not.
A Tennis Club was started in 1934 through their youth group (Christian Endeavour). The Club’s officers and constitution were then approved by the full church committee. In 1937 the Church officers agreed that the Club could
extend its membership to include all members of the Church and Sunday School. The following year membership
was opened to allow people from outside the church, provided the office bearers were Church members.
Money was raised for work in India & China (prior to WW2). The Opium dens in China had been discussed by a
visiting speaker. They also raised funds to assist aboriginal children. The Women’s Auxiliary /Christian Women’s
Fellowship carried out much of the fundraising.
# In 1939, the liquor tent on the Show Ground was discussed at Committee level.
# Bibles were donated to the Mt Compass public school
# In WW2 they started the ‘Knitting Circle’. This group knitted items for the locals who were serving at the time
and also fundraised to provide them with gift parcels.
# Supported a “Blankets for European Refugees’ project, at the end of WW2.

A basketball Club was formed in 1950 with the following officers: E R Jacobs (President), Mrs M Turner (Vice
Pres), R McKinlay (Secretary) and Committee members- Mrs Wallage & C Leane. Permission was given “to make
a court on Church blocks”. Membership conditions were set to be the same as they were for the Tennis Club
(see above).
The Church members voted 10 for, with 1 against, a 1954 motion to hand all the Mt Compass Church of Christ’s
property to the Church of Christ Evangelistic Union Inc who would act as Trustees. A signed Trust Deed listing the
4 titles of land handed over was subsequently placed in their Minute book.

Howard James Reynolds (Corporal)
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Howard was born in Broken Hill to William James Reynolds & Charlotte Reynolds (nee Collins) in 1887.
On 13th February 1916, following Howard’s enlistment in Adelaide with the AIF
(Australian Imperial Force) at the age of 29, he served with the 32 nd Infantry Battalion during World War 1, in France and Belgium. He qualified as a sergeant in
July 1916 following his attendance at a “school of instruction”. Howard also attained a certificate in that first year from the “School of Musketry” and received
a “trench warfare & grenade school” certificate. (Copies of these certificates can be
found in our Archives.)

Howard arrived at the front just in time to take part in the horrific action at
Fromelles, in which his Battalion is reported to have endured a 75% casualty rate.
He somehow survived this ordeal, and his Battalion was rested from the front.
His final year in the AIF involved a peace keeping role in Paris. After serving
overseas for almost three years, Howard (pictured right) was discharged in 1919
at the age of 32, with his occupation listed as ‘farmer’.
In 1928 he married Eleanor Annie Aughey and they raised three children, Howard
James (Jim) born 1929, John William and Eleanor Claire.

Howard Reynolds, WW1

They moved from Adelaide to Mt Compass in 1937 to live on a 128 acre scrub block on Prosser Road. (Section 165
Hundred of Myponga). It was here that Howard built their first house, which was little more than a shed constructed
using tree trunks for posts and flattened iron from old bitumen drums for the wall sheeting. The drums had been
leftover from the bitumising of Victor Harbor Road and proved a valuable resource for many locals.
Howard found work on the barrages at Goolwa during week-days and worked on clearing the property on weekends.
He obtained a transportable home from the barrage construction, which he re-assembled at Mt Compass to replace
their first house. Later, this dismountable home was itself replaced with a brick home.
On the 8th August 1940, at the age of 52, Howard once again enlisted,
this time with the Citizen Military Forces (CMF). This was a separate
army to the AIF in that they voluntarily enlisted for home defence
work with some restrictions, such as where they could serve. Howard
served as a guard at the Loveday Prisoner of War (POW) Camp in the
Riverland, as a Quartermaster at Adelaide Gaol and as a guard on the
Melbourne Express train between Adelaide and Serviceton, a town
on the Victorian border.
He was discharged in April 1943 ‘due to his age’ and issued with a
‘suit of plain clothes.’
Howard’s service as a Corporal in the CMF qualified him to receive
the 1939-45 War Medal, and the Australian Service Medal (1939-45).
His Prosser Road property supported a small dairy of 8 to 12 cows
with Howard also becoming a registered Corriedale sheep breeder
(a dual meat and wool breed). The family sold the farm in 1957 and
left the district.

Howard Reynold’s WW1 and WW2 medals

Howard Reynolds passed away in 1963 and was buried at Centennial Park.

References: Trove.nla.gov.au, Jim Reynolds, original Army Service papers, Land Services SA website.

The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial
Community Centre Inc.

Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required or can add
further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below.
Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to the Archives
please give me a call or send an email.
Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)

